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"This book examines how women in Guinea articulate themselves
politically within and outside institutional politics. It documents the
everyday practices that local female actors adopt to deal with the
continuous economic, political, and social insecurities that emerge in
times of political transformations. Carole Ammann argues that women's
political articulations in Muslim Guinea do not primarily take place
within women's associations or institutional politics such as political
parties; but instead women's silent forms of politics manifest in their
daily agency, that is, when they make a living, study, marry, meet
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friends, raise their children, and do household chores. The book also
analyses the relationship between the female population and the local
authorities and discusses when and why women's claim making enjoys
legitimacy in the eyes of other men and women, as well as
representatives of 'traditional' authorities and the local government.
Paying particular attention to intersectional perspectives, this book will
be of interest to scholars of African studies, social anthropology,
political anthropology, the anthropology of gender and urban
anthropology, gender studies, and Islamic studies"--


